Three days of amazing sea kayaking in Croatia for everybody!
The south side of the Island of Brač is one of the most beautiful areas to explore by sea kayak.
While paddling along the coast, we can stop at one of the many hidden, uninhabited, gravel
beaches and swim in turquoise clear sea that gives us a feeling of bliss!
On this route you will see and hear things which make Brač world famous, such as tradition
of stone-mason’s trade, which was involved in the construction of some famous buildings,
even White House in Washington DC. You will hike and visit the impressive Blaca
Monastery, and swim at one of the world's top beaches - Zlatni rat (Golden Cape), a very
impressive and unique geological phenomenon.
Of course, you’ll see how we prepare the meals and taste them – everybody loves our
tomato:)
At the end of the day, you'll happily fall asleep under the starry sky, with the sound of waves
and sirens…
Come and enjoy with us this adventure and witness why Croatia is so beautiful for the
holidays!

DAY BEFORE KAYAKING
- transfer from Supetar to Milna in the afternoon
- accommodation in apartment in Milna
- free time

1. DAY KAYAKING
- breakfast
- start paddling from Milna
- our goal is the Lučica cove on the the south side of Brač where we have lunch in the
restaurant
- the end of our first day is at the Krušica/Blaca cove where we will camp. It is a quiet and
uninhabited bay
- camping dinner
Paddling distance: 18 km

2. DAY KAYAKING
- breakfast
- we paddle to the Blaca cove where we leave our kayaks and go to visit the famous Blaca
Monastery (5 km hiking)
- after lunch we go to Murvica, a small village by the sea where we set up a tent and make a
dinner.
Paddling distance: 8 km

3. DAY KAYAKING
- breakfast
- paddling to Bol and visit Dominican monastery
- lunch on the beach and return to Bol
- Bol tour
- transfer to Supetar (5 PM)
Paddling distance: 8 km

Price per person : 350 EUR
The price includes:
- accommodation in Milna
( two-bed apartment)
- three breakfasts
- three lunches
- two dinners
- transfer from Supetar to Milna
- transfer from Bol to Supetar
- double or single sea kayaks and equipment
- camping gear and sleeping bags
-

The tour is organized at the request for groups of 4 to 10 persons.

